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81ack pearls have been found in Mexico's Gulf of California since the a陀awas se削edmorethan 
2，OOOy'白隠ago.Attempts at culωring pearls in this ar四 havemet with varying success over the past 
centurγ. Today， a問arlfarm in Guaymas is producing commercial quantiti巴 ofmabe as well as 
bead-nucleated full-round cultured pearls from the indigenous pearl oy拠 rPteria府 ma.This article 
provid目 anoverview of the history of natural and cultured問泡rlsfrom Mexico， describ白戸arlcul-
turing at the Guaymas farm， and focuses on the prope同i白 ofbead-nucleated cultured pearls from P. 
sterna. Th白ecultured問arlshave a brown or gray to dark gray bodycolor with various interference 
colors caused by the 5匂ckingof platy aragoni犯 crystalsand 0唱.anicma仕er.One indication of their 
natural color (and their Mexican provenance) is a red fluor，白cenceto long-wave UV radiation. 

he history of pearls from出eG叫fof California 
is錨 fascinating部出epearls themselves (白g-
ure 1) and has been described by various 

authors over the years (e.g.， George， 1971; Car泊o
and Monteforte， 1995; Strack， 2001; McLaurin 
Moreno， 2002; McLaurin Moreno and Arizmendi 
Castillo， 2002). Therefore， only a brief historical 
summary， based on出回esources， is given here. 

τbe first Europe姐 tovisit也e"Sea of Pearls" 
(another name for the Gulf of California) was 
Captain Fortun Jimenez， a Spanish explorer sent by 
famed conquistador Heman Cortes， who in 1533 
observed native people wearing large dark pearls. 
From that time until the early 20也 century，the his-
tory of Baja California was closely connected with 
出erecovery of these pearls， which for decades were 
moreimport釦 texports也angold， silver， or spic白.

Formore白血300years， European and Mexican 
entrepreneurs harvested fine dark natural pearls 
from也eG叫fof California with rudimentary diving 
techniques. The introduction of the diving s山 tin
the late 19th centu巧'madeit possible to reach new 
pearl oyster beds at greater depths. Eventually， 
出ough，overfishing led to the total depletion of the 
beds and brought pearl fishing to a halt. 
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In 1903， Gast6n Vives founded the first pearl 
farm on也eBaja California peninsula in the bay of 
La Paz.τ'he oysters and equipment were either∞n-
fi.scated or destroyed in J叫y1914， as a consequence 
of the Mexican Revolution. The comp姐 yharvested 
approximately 1.5 million pearl oysters (Pinctada 
mazat1anica) in each of the last three years of its 
operation (Caceres-Martinez組 dChavez-Villalba， 
1997)，9-11 % of which yielded natural p回 rls.

By the 1930s， the oyster beds in the Gulf of 
California had recovered sufficiently that pearls 
could again be found. However， these oysters were 
not P. mazatlanica but ra出er出erainbow -lipped 
Pteria sterna， which produced smaller pearls of 
unusual color. Then， in 1936，司氏uallyall出eoys-
ters began inexplicably dying off， starting in the 
north. To protect也eremむningbeds， the Me泊can
govemment banned pearl fi.shing in 1939， but unfor-
tunately this did not stop the death of the oysters. 
The die-offs would remain a mystery for another 
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three decades， until it was suggested出at也econ-
struction of the Hoover Dam in early 1936 had held 
back enough of the Colorado River to deplete the 
nutrients flowing into the Gulf of Cahfornia and 
greatly disturb its salinity (Alvarez-Borrego， 1983). In 
recent years， there have been only a few repo口sof 
natural pearls from this 紅白 (e.g.，Crowningshield， 
1991i Hurwit， 1992i Wentzell， 1995). 

Around 1966， two pearl farms in the Gulf of 
Califomia began cultivating both P. mazatlanica 
and P. sterna with the aim of producing cultured 
pearls. However， it is only in出epast 10 y白白血at
two commercial pearl farrns have opened. The more 
significant of出回e，Perlas del Mar de Cortez (Pearls 
from the "Sea of Cortez/， as出egulf is also known)， 
is located in Guayrnas (see Ladra， 1998). This pearl 
farm has the larger production姐 dis也emoretech-
nically advanced. To the best of our knowledge， it is 
the only facility in Latin America也atc叫 旬 江 田 full-
round pearls. One of the authors visited this farm in 
2000 (see阻 efe民 2002).Wi白血eassistance of two 
staff members (DMM and EAL we have prepared 
this description of the farm and， primarily， its full-
round cultured pearls， as well as obtained new 
gemological and spectroscopic data that enable 
them to be distinguished from Tahiti組組d紅白ted-
color cultured pearls. This study concen位ateson 
出efull-round cultured p白 rlsfrom P. sterna， since 
they are much more valuable than the mabe prod-
uct and because P. mazat1anica production is cur-
rently for research purposes OnlYi cultured pearls 
from this oyst町 arenot available commercially. 
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Figure 1. Attractive 
cultured pearls are 
now commercially 
available from tbe 
Gu1f of California. 
Tbe cultured pearls 
sbown bere range 
from 9.5 to 10.5 mm  

in diameter. Courtesy 
of Colombia Gem 
House; pboto @ GIA 

BA仁KGROUNDOF THE 

SEA OF CORTEZ PEARL 

and Harold ei) Erica 
Van Pelt. 

Pearl Oyster Biology. Pearl oysters are mollusks 
belonging to出e加nilyPteriidae， which includes 
two genii capable of producing high叩.1alitymother-
of-pearl shell: Pinctada and Pteria. There紅 efewer 
than 40 species of pearl oysters worldwide (Shirai， 
1994)， and of these just three are responsible for 
about 99.9% of the world's production of saltwater 
c叫turedpearls:也eAkoya (Pinctada fucata marten-
sii or Pinctada imbricateL the black-hpped 0句ys抗te町r 

d Pi却nct臼ad白a mη1αargaぽri剖tifl向財e釘:ra叫a仏， a組nd也es包sil辻lv刊erザ/g伊oldι.占p即'pe吋
oys坑te町rPi加nctadamη1a疋mη1a.Another saltwater oyster 
commonly used for commercial pearl production is 
the mabe-gai or penguin-wing oyster Pteria 
戸時国n，which is used solely for the production of 
mabe or half-round bhster pearls. 

P白 rloysters have sep紅 atesex回 (althoughany 
individual oyster may change sex， known as protan-
出 chermaphrodism)叩 dbreed by extemal fe出hza-
tion. Clouds of ga皿 etes，sperm， and eggs are released 
into the water， so fertilization occurs randornly. 
Once fertilization takes place， several free-swim-
ming larval stag白 develoPieventually， the juvenile 
will settle on an appropriate hard substrate (rock， 
coral， or shell). This entire proc白 stak回 18-34days 
depending on water temperature and other factors. 
Once the juveniles settle， growth is rapid. During 
也e白rstyear， an oyster can reach 7 cm in le時出.It

takes 18-24 months for也eoysters to reach 8.5-10 
cm， which is the desired size for pearl seeding 
(McLaurin Moreno and Arizmendi C鎚叫10，2002).
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Fi♂rre 2. The Perlas del Mar de Cortez pearl farm in 
Guaymas， Sonora， is located on Bacochibarnpo Bay 
in the Gu1f of California. 

P回工1oysters usually grow in colonies from出e
low-tide mark to depths of 20 m and attach them-
selves to the substrate by a tuft of strong fibers 
(called the byssus).τ'hey feed by continuously剖-

tering minute particles and organisms with their 

F沼町ι3.The pearl farm is si印 atedon 
coastline owned by出ecamp山 ofthιInstituto

Tecno16gico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey 
ρTESM)血 Guaymas.Buoys mark the location of 

“long lines， "介。mwhich出eoyster cages are 
suspended. Photo by Lore Kiefert， @ SSEF. 
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• 
gills (branchia)， which紅 eadapted to bo出 brea出.

ing and feedi明 (McLaurinMoreno and Arizmendi 
Castillo， 2002). 

Within the Gulf of California， there are two 
specl邸 ofnative pearl oysters: the Panamic black-
lipped pearl oyster Madreperla (P. mazat1anica) and 
the rainbow-lipped pearl oyster or Concha Nacar (P. 
stema). Bo也 speciesinhabit the Sonora coastline as 
ap紅 tof their natural distribution， but both can also 
be found along Me泊co'sPac出c∞ast，except出atP.
mazat1anica is not 戸田enton也ew回 temside of 
southem Baja California. P. mazat1anica can reach 
lengths of 20 cm， and has long been considered by 
m姐 yauthors to be a variety or subspecies of P. 
margaritifera， the black-lipped oyster of the Indo-
Pac出c(Shirai and S姐 0，1981). P. stema c担 reach
lengths of 16 cm， and has a more concave shell出組

either P. mazat1anica or P. margaritifera. The nac民
of P. stema has a more出d田 centmulticolored hue， 
wi也 ametallic sheen unequalled by any other pearl 
oyster. It belongs to the "winged oyster" v紅 iety，
也oughtby some (e.g.， Shirai姐 dS叩 0，1981) to be 
unable to produce full-round (b伺 d-nucleated)cul-
tured pearls. While Perlas del Mar de Cortez has 
produced full-round cultured p回 r1sfrom bo出 oys-
ter species，也ecommercial production is entirely 
from P. stema， which yields richer and more varied 
colors白血P.mazat1a出ca.

Location and Access.τ'he Perlas del Mar de Cortez 
t釘 m is located in Bacochibampo Bay， some 8 km 
from the po此 townof Guaymas， Sonora (figure 2)， 
on coastline owned by the Guaymas campus of the 
Instituto Tecno16gico y de Estudios Superiores de 
Monterrey (ITESMj figt江e3).官邸 privatelyowned 
組 doperated technological university has campus-
es across Mexico. Guaymas may be reached by air 
(a也氏ct血出tfrom Phoenix， Arizonah by land (a 
four-ho旧制vefrom Nogales， Arizona)， or an eight-
hour ferry ride from Santa Rosalia， on the Baja 
California peninsula. Once in Guaymas， any taxi 
can take出evisitor to出e山 uversi句 (knownlocal-
ly as "Tec de Monterreyつ.The pearl farrn is open 
to羽sitors，who may take a free tour of the facili-
ties. Eight thousand visitors， most of thenJ. from 
the U.S.， come every y回 r.

Bacochibampo Bay is a匂rpicalmarine bay， with 
little influence of freshwater (consisting mainly of 
rainfall runoff).τ'he bay has a diversity of ecological 
niches: sand， gravel， and rocky bottoms provide a 
rich environment. Most of the bay is shallow (aver-
age depth 7 m)， but near its mouth it deepens 
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abruptly (to 20 mt creating yet another marine 
envrronrnent. 

Because of the Gulf of California's subtropical cli-
mate， summer months (June to September)紅 eusu-
ally hot and dry， with an ave悶gewater temperature 
of 290C (84.20F)， a range of 27-320C (80.6-89.60F)， 
with considerable evaporation. Winter months are 
characterized by much cooler average water temper-
atures of 190C (66.20F)， with a range of 15-250C 
(59-770F)， due primarily to the strong northwest 
winds出.atcr回 teupwelling along the Sonoran coぉt-
line. This movement of cold， nutrient-rich water 
m路 S民 from出edeep oc白 nto surface levels allows 
for the high production of chlorophyll， which is nec-
白 S紅 yfor也esurvival of pearl oysters. 

Company Structure組 dFacilities. In 1993，口'ESM
researchers Sergio Farell， Manuel Nava，組dtwo of 
也epr白 entau也ors(DMM釦 dEA) began developing 
an econornically and technically feasible pearl cul-
ture methodology. This group subsequently was 
responsible for the first commercial harvest of cul-
tured mabe pearls in North America (in 1995) and也e
production of the位stbead-nud回 tedcultured pearls 
utilizing P. sterna. Increased funding from口主SMin
1996 led to a project known as ITESM/Perlas de 
Guaymas， which served m.ainly to assist with pearl 
c叫turein Me泊coand promote the r回叫tingprod-
ucts in the local and world markets. In 2000，也is
branch of the aq凶 C叫turedepartrnent w泊∞nverted
into a separate private comp姐 y，Perlas del Mar de 
Cortez， which is stilllinked to出euniversity. 

The pearl farm encompasses a lagoon of 2 
hectares (5抑制 forcollecting spat and culturing 
the pearl oysters. A thatched-roof structure， or 
palapa， houses the land-based operations，叩da
small pearl-culture struct1.江eshelters the seeding 
operations and an X-ray apparatus. Pearl oyster pro-
duction depends solely on juveniles gathered from 
"spat collectors" (mesh bags on which pearl oyster 
larvae settle) deployed within the bay. The abun-
dance of p回工1oyster larvae in Bacochibampo Bay is 
largely a result of the adult oysters in the pearl 
farm， since they紅 eable to release their eggs and 
speロndirectly into也es伺 wherefertilization takes 
place. Thus a positive cycle develops where the 
more adult pearl oysters there are under culture， 
the more juveniles can be collected. Wild adult 
pearl oysters also contribute to larvae production 
but are never removed from the natural beds， since 
出e1939 Mexican federal白shingban (mentioned 
above) remains in e丘ect.

CULTURED PEARLS FROM THE GULF OF CALlFORNlh 

FなUIe4. luvenile P. stema oysters are cultivated in 
various t即回 ofcag回 ，according to their age. Photo 
by LoreKi・efert，@ SSEF. 

The oysters are housed in variousωg田 a∞ording
to也出ageand size (figur白 4姐 d5);也白eare hung 
from buoy-supported surface "long-lin田 ."Thecag'白
紅 esuspended at depths of 3-4 m.τb.e larg'白 tn田 ll-

ber of oysters being cultivated at any one tirne is 
appro氾mately250，α氾 At也eti皿 eof出iswrit:ing， 
there were no plans to expand the size of the opera-
tion， although short-term plans are to incr回 se出e
yield of cultured p白 rls，using也esame number of 
oysters， through technical improvements. 

P回 rlseeding operations take place from October 
to early March， when the water temperature is 
below 250C. As m組 yas five seeding technicians 
can work simultaneously， using nuclei made from 
the shells of Unionidae farnily freshwater mussels 
from the Tennessee River. 
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Fi♂lIe 5. Af也rbead nucleation， tbe oysters are sus-
pended in flat cagω. Pboto by Lore応efert，@ SSEF. 

Harv白血g組 dProduction. The results of the pear1 
culturing operation are unpredictab1e. There紅 eno 
reliable methods to predetermine quality of the 
product， although Perlas de1 Mar de Guaymas山田

two methods to monitor it.τ'he白IStis X-ray exarni-
nation of all the oysters， eight weeks after imp1anta-
tion. With this method， one c姐 ensurethat也e
oyster hぉ notrejected出eb回 d，組 d也atthe bead is 
10cated in the correct紅 白 ofthe anima1's body. 
Oysters not meeting these criteria are considered 
吋ejects，"but they can be used to culture mabe 
pearls by opening the shell， pushing back the m組曲

tle， and attaching a mabe imp1ant wi也 cy担 oacry-
1ate ("super g1ueつ.The second method inv01ves 
several random samplings in order to better evalu-
ate the development of the cultured p回 rls.

30 CULTURED PEARLS FROM THE GULF OF CAUFORNIA 

There is only one h紅 V白 tper year， which takes 
p1ace 18-20 mqn也safter seeding， typically in June 
when the water temperature rises. While other pear1 
oysters are sometim田 reseededwith a 1a:τger bead， 
P. sterna oyst町 sare shucked (their flesh removed) 
at白efi.rst ha:rvest. This is because reseeding is very 
difficu1t and the resulting cultured pearls are， 
although 1arger， not as lustrous or colorful (Nava et 
al.，20∞). Natural pearls姐 d"k回 hi"(b回 dl田 sc叫-

tured pear1s formed due to rejected beads or injured 
mantle tissue) are occasionally found; bo也 areused 
in jewelry. The shell is fashioned into buttons， 
while也eoysterm回 tis sold 10cally. 

P. sterna "k回 hi"are small (2-8 mm) and typi-
cally have baroque shapes (figure 6). Natural pearls 
usually are caused by dr乱l-woロnsand worm・cysts.
These pearls tend to be smaller and rounder than 
the "keshi."甘leycan be dis出19UIshedd山 inghar-
V白 tbecause most grow within a very出血anddeli-
cate pearl sac found in the oyster's mantle. 
Typically， a half-dozen to a dozen good-quality nat・
uralp白 rlsare obtained year1y. 

τbe位stdozen experimental full-round c叫tured
pearls were shown during出eFebruary 1996 Tucson 
gem show. Since then， production has grown to 
about 4周到ocultured pearls per y図工，wl也 improve-
ments in size， shape， and surface quality evident 
白 chy伺 r.In the 2θOlh紅 V白 t，the average size w錨

7.5 mm， and only 5% were round or near-round;出e
other 95 % were baroque. By 2∞2， average size had 
increased to 8.9 mm  and some 25% were round or 

Figure 6. A variety of sbapes is seen in these 
“kωbi" cu1tured pearls (up to 8 mm long) 介om
tbe rainbow-lipped oyster P. stema. Pboto by 
Lore Kiefert， @ SSEF. 
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Figuze 7. These cultured pearls (9ρ-11.5 mm  in 
diameter) il1ustrate the range of colors and shap回
出atare commercially available 介omMexico's Gulf 
of California. Courtesy of Columbia Gem House; 
photo @ GIA and Harold eV Erica Van Pelt. 

near-round. S也氏ingin 2005， production is expected 
to stab出zeat 10，000 cultured pearls (10 kg) p町 year.

Processing and Marketing of the Sea of Cortez 
Pearl. After harvesting， the full-round cultured 
pearls are placed in containers of fresh water， then 
drained and washed several times under running 
water. They are patted dry in a soft cotton towel 
and placed in a receptacle with mineral oil for 
about six hours， after which they are removed and 
blotted with a paper towel. 

Appro泊matelyhalf of the cultured pearl produc-
tion is mounted in jewelry by Mexican artisans皿 d
sold at也efarm site and other tourist destinations. 
The marketing of th白 ecultured pearls is managed 
primar吐yby the producing company， but the main 
distributor in the U.S.， Columbia Gem House 
(Vancouver， Washington)， is becoming a 1伺也ngpar-
ticipant. The main goal of the marketing effo目 isto 
highlight也丘町encesbetween Mexican and Tahitian 
black cultured p回 rls.τbeMexican product exhibits 
agr回 terdiversity of color (白guren and prevailing 
colors may vary from year to ye訂.Future goals 

CULTURED PEARLS FROM THE GULF OF CALlFORNIA ， 

include development of a stable price s位ucturewith
wholesalers， while avoiding overproduction. 

MATERIAl AND METHODS 

For this study， 20 shells， 50 full-round cultured 
pearls (approximately 7-12 mmL and 11官 eshi"
(4.5-8.3 mm  long)， all from P. sterna and farmed by 
Perlas del Mar de Cortez， were exa江田ledat SSEF. 
Additionally， two P. sterna shells and three full-
round cultured pearls from the s釘 nefarm were 
studied at GIA for comparison (figure 8). All of the 
sarnples tested were obtained in 2000. The sarnples 
consisted of various colors and qualities; 1ι15% 
represented the commercial quality seen in the jew-
elry trade， whereas the others were rejects due to 
也innacre layers and surface blernishes. 

Forty-two of the full-round cultured pearls and 
10 of the "keshis" were X-rayed using a Hewlett-
Packard X-ray unit and Agfa Jndustrex X-ray剖m.
Specuic gravity of 20 cultured pearls was deter-
江田ledhydrostatically. A且thecultured pearls were 
tested for reaction to bo也 long-and short-wave UV 
radiation with a System Eickhorst UV larnp. 

Scanning electron rnicroscopy of five shell sec-
tions was performed at the University of Basel 

Fi・♂rre8. Three of the P. stema cultured pearls shown 
here were analyzed at GIA (i.e.，出e"golden，" gray， 
and dark brown samples in出ecenter， 6.7-8.2 mm 
in diameter). Note the similarity in their colors to 
po拍∞sof the P. stema shel1 (GIA Col1ection no. 
30488). Photo by Maha Tm刀10US.
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F事lIe9. When exposed to long-wave UV radiation，曲ιMexicanculturedpearls (toprow; 6.7-8.2 mm  inゐiame-
ter)り'Picallyshowed a weak to dis凶lctred suorescence. In contrast， the Tahitian cultured pear1s examined 
(bottom 1eft and center) suor，邸 cedbl凶shgray and slight1y reddish brown，四 d出edyed Akoya cultured pearl 
(bottom r.なht)was inω. Natura1 Mexican pearls have 11uorescence reactions sI1出larto泊四cul阻 redcounter-
parts. Photos by Maha Tannous (1e削andShane E1en (right). 

Fな世e10.泊 isdrawing shows the su∞ession 01 mate-
rials (，∞Inchio左n，ca1cite prisms， aragonite platelets) 
出atare deposited by the oyster's mant1e 出 sue.
Wi由加 apar白・αJ1ar1，∞ation (as血必ωtedbythe 
boxes) the production 01 the various materia1s changes 
閉め thepassage 01 tin1e. Mother-ol-pearl (aragonite 
platelets) is the last materia1 to lorm. @SSEF， 2∞4. 
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区MBSEM laboratory) with a Philips ESEM XL 30 
FEG instrument， and the surface of one cultured 
p回 rlwas irnaged with the camera∞nnected to a 
Raman microscope. 

ReD.ectance spec口aof 12 c叫turedp回 rls担 done
piece of shell were acquired in the visible and UV 
range (between 290 and 800 nm) with a Hitachi 
U4001 spectrophotometer at SSEF. Three cultured 
p伺 rlsand one piece of shell were characterized at 
GIA with the s釘 ne句rpeof instrumenti lumines-
cence spectra were also collected at GIA with姐

SLM Aminco AB2 luminescence spectrometer， 
using 360 and 4∞nm excitation. 

τb.e chemical ∞mposi包onof six cultured pearls 
W泊 determinedqualitatively wi出 aTracor Spec位ace
5α氾energy-dispersiveX-ray D.uorescence spec位ome-
ter (印XRF)at SSEF. 

Raman spec凶 ofsix other cultured pearls and a 
ple田 ofshell were re∞rded at SSEF with a Renishaw 
Raman System 1α氾spec位ometer，equipped with a 
CCD-Peltier detector姐 dargon-ion laser (514 nm). 
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RESULTS 
Physical Properties. The colors observed in the 
Mexican cultured pearls consisted of a brown or 
gray to dark gray bodycolor with overton回 ofvio-
let， blue， yellow， and green， also called orient. The 
size of the cultured pearls depended mainly on也e
size of the implanted bead， and varied between 
approximately 7 and 11 mm. The larger samples 
often contained a cavity， occasionally with a loose 
bead. X-ray irnages showed the s釘nepattem as for 
Akoya and other cultured pearls (H担IlI， 1995， 
1997， 2002; S凶 ck，2001): The round bead， which 
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Fi♂lIe 11. These SEM imag白 showthe microstructure 01 a shell section from P. stema. As seen in the image 
on the 1eft， most 01 the shell is composed 01 co1umnar ca1cite with subordinate tabu1ar growth (aragonite). At 
higher magnification (center) the transition from columnar to tabular growth is plainly visib1e; the 1前 sideof 
the arago出teshows a more立'regulargro附 hpattern than the right side. The image on the right provides a 
closer 100k at the stacked aragonite "tiles" 01 the nacre， which are approximate1y 500 nm thick. 

usually appeared lighter in the image， was sur-
rounded by a concentric， somewhat darker layer of 
nacre. Nacre thickness of the commercial-quality 
cultured pearls X-rayed at SSEF varied between 0.8 
and 1.2 mm. For the irregular and larger cultured 
pearls (semi-baroque or baroque)， a dark， mostly 
irregular layer was visible on the X-ray image 
between the bead and the nacre， which indicated 
either a cavity or a layer of organic material. 

For the most part， the "keshis" were baroque 
shaped and had a gray bodycolor with vivid overtones 
of violet， blue， yellow， and green. As with most 
"k邸 his，"the X-ray imag田 ofthese samples frequent-
ly showed an出 egularcavity in出ecenter， which 
was surrounded by a relatively thin layer of nacre. 

The full-round cultured pearls without a cavity 
had a specific gravity between 2.45 and 2.76， while 
the S.G.'s of those with a cavity were much lower， 
between 1.54 and 2.17. These values are below that 
of pure aragonite (2.94) and varied according to出e
presence of org.釘 ricmatter釦 d/orcavities. 

The vast majority (about 95 %) of the cultured 
pearls analyzed showed a weak to distinct red fluo-
rescence to long-wave UV radiation (figure 9). 

Microstructure. Shell sections from P. sterna were 
used to study the construction of the strongly iri-
descent nacre in a manner similar to that used 
later by Liu et al. (2003). SEM images revealed that 
the shell showed the same succession of CaC03 

components from outside to inside as other 
Pinctada and Pteria shells (Wise， 1970; figure 10): 
Columnar calcite was overlain by tabular紅 ago-
nite (figure 11)， and this was confirmed by Raman 
spectroscopy. A transition from colurnnar calcite 
to tabular aragonite also could be seen on the sur-
face of the shell's interior 陥gure12)， with the arag-

CULTURED PEARLS FROM THE GULF OF CALlFORNIA 

onite tiles initially deposited at the ends of the cal-
cite colurnns. 

The microstructure of P. sterna nacre is shown 
m白♂lle11 (center and right). The average thick-
n白 sof the紅 agonitetablets was 500 nm， which is 
comparable to出ewavelength of green light. 

The scales of aragonite tiles出atform the nacre 
surface of a cultt江edp回 rlare shown in figt江e13. In 
plac回， the aragonite scales revealed spiral紅 r氾1ge-
ments (figt江e14). 

Reflectance Spectroscopy. The top spectn江nin fig-
ure 15 shows a typical UV -Vis reflectance spec・
佐田nof出eMe氾C担 P.sterna cultured pearls. An 
absorption band appears at around 400-405 nm， 
which can be attributed to porphyrins (Britton， 

Fなure12. This SEM image 01 a P. stema shell's inner 
surface shows the polygona1 pattern created by 
columnar ca1cite (upper 1eft)， which is overgrown by 
tabular aragonite (lower right). 
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Fなure13. The aragoni・teo1es shown in出 'sSEMimage
of the surface of aαd血redpearl are rlω:ponsible for the 
gritty sensation when it is rubbed against a too也

Fな町e14. Note the spiral pattems forrned by the 
aragonite layers on出es凹 fa印 ofthis Mexi.can cul-
tured pearl. Photomicrograph by Lore Kiefert，。
SSEF; magnified 100x. 

The intensity of these bands increased with the 
intensity of the color. The Raman spectrum of a 
black Tahitian cultured pearl shows similar features 
(figure 17， bottom). 

1983). This absorption is also present in black 
Tahitian cultured pearls (see bottom spec町田nin
figure 15). However， the distinctive absorption 
maxirnum at 700 nm in the Tahitian product is 
not present in the UV-Vis spectrurn of Mexican 
cultured pearls. There are other more subtle也丘町-

ences in these spectra， as well. 

Fな世e15. The UV-Vおresectancespectrul刀 ofa
Tahiti佃 P.margaritifera cultured pearl (bottom) 
shows a typical absorption fea阻 reat 700 nm， which 
was absent from the Mexi.can P. sterna cul阻 red
pearls studied (top). 

Luminescence Spectro皿 etry.Luminescence spec-
trome位yof a cultured pearl revealed a broad fluo-
r田 cencef目白江eat 618 nm and a weaker one at 678 
nm(匂 rre16).官邸efeatur白脱出esource of出e
red fluorescence， and are stronger白血thoserecord-
ed in也rk-coloredP. margaritifera cultured pearls 
(Elen， 2001). In the latter， the weaker peak at 678 
nm is often not pr田 ent(ag氾n，see白思江e16). 

REFlECTANCE SPECTRA Chemica1 Composition.τne chemical composition 
of the Mexican cultured pearls resembled that of 
other saltwater cultured pearls， with Caぉ出emむn
element and traces of Sr. The Mn content was 
below the detection limit of EDXRF analysis， which 
is expected for saltwater cultured pearls (Gutrnanns・
bauer釦 dHanni， 1994). 
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Ram姐 Spectroscopy.R釦 1姐 spec位aof the P. ster-
na shell and the cultured pearls showed a strong 
increase in fluorescence from 1000 cm-1 toward 
higher wavenumbers， wi出 aragonitebands at 210， 
70S， and 1084 cm-1也atwere weak due to出eover-
all high fluorescenc怠 ofthe samples. Between 1100 
and 18∞cm-1 were several broad bands centered at 
approximately 1260， 1320，釦d1565 cm-1， which 
釘 eattributed to various types of organic matter 
such as conchiolin and porphyrin (白g江e17， top). 
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interference phenomena and produce iridescence. The 
aragonite layers紅 emostly parallel， but there are also 
紅白sthat are shghtly町egular(figure 11). This wavy 
structure has been observed previously in abalone 
shells， which also show very strong iridescence 
(Hanni， 2∞2). It is therefore possible出at血isstruc-
ture rnay provide an additional cause of iridescence in 
shell and cu1tured pearl samples from P. stema. 

As mentioned above， bo出 theshells and the cu1-
tured pearls contained a certain釘nountof conchi-
olin and porphyrin. Conchiolin is a帥rousprotein， 
and porphyrins are naturally occurring tetrapyrrole 
pigments. While such organic network s位uctures
are essential for the formation of the individual arag-
onite凶白， we cou1d observe no trac田 ofthem in our 
SEM images. This is probably due to出ehigh water 
content of出isorganic material， which dries out and 
shrinks when removed from the water. Porphyrin 
occurren白血mollusk shell can often be detected by 
a red， pink， or reddish brown f1uorescence to long-
wave UV radiation or blue light (Co皿fort，1949)， 
which also produces a f1uorescence emission around 
620 nm (Miyoshi et al.， 1987a，b). Similar red f1uores-
cencewぉ docurnentedin our s釘npl白.

The presence of porphyrin and conchiolin was 
also evident in the Raman spectra of the cu1tured 
pear1s， where several broad bands centered at 
approximately 1260， 1320， and 1565 cm-1 can be 
observed. Reference spectra of one句peof porphyrin 
(i.e.， uropo中hyrin)taken by one of the authors (SE) 

DISCUSSION 

Cause of Color. A dark bodycolor in cultured pearls 
is produced by layers of conchiolin (and porphyrin) 
that紅 efound between the layers of aragonite (cf. 
Wentzell， 1998). The立idescencehas been attribut-
ed to the rnicrostructure (i.e.， layering) of the arago-
nite tiles組 dorg釘lIcmatter (Wada， 1981; Gauthier 
and Ajaques， 1989; Liu et al.， 2003). The violet， blue， 
yellow， and green iridescent overtones seen in the 
Mexican cu1tured pearls are produced by interfer-
ence， as light pass邸 throughand is ref1ected from 
出ealtemating thin layers of aragonite and conchi-
olin (Fritsch and Rossman， 1988). The iridescent 
colors exhibited by our s釦 lplesare very similar to 
those of natural pearls from也eG叫fof Califomia 
(C紅泊oand Monteforte， 1995) and， in some cases， 
comparable to the colors of natural abalone pearls 
(e.g.， Wentzell， 1998). 

The calcite and aragonite constituents紅 epro・
duced by也e臼 meextemal mantle tissue， but at dif-
ferent出nes.This observation and explanation is in 
agreement with Lowenstam and Weiner (1989)， 
Gutrnannsbauer and Hanni (1994)，組dHむlni(2∞2).
Figt江白 11and 12 illustrate how the first aragonite 
tiles were deposited at the ends of the calcite 
colurnns. Scanrung electron micrographs of the P. 
stema shell sections revealed白.at出eaverage出ick-
n白 sof叩 aragonitetablet w括 0.5J.llll (or 5∞nm)， 
which is comparable to the wavelength of green hght. 
Thus， the layers are spaced appropriately to cause 

Figure 17. The similarity in the Raman spectra of 
Mexican cu1tured pearls (top) and black Tamtian 
cultured pearls (bottom) is出er邸 u1tof the pr，回 ence
of porphyrin as a coloring pigment in both. The 
spectra have been baseline.corrected to eliminate 
凶efluorescent e，庁ect.

Figure 16. Wi出 365nm excitation， the luminescence 
spectrum of a typical P. stema cu1tured pearl介om
Mexico shows features at 618四 d678 nm due to 
porpbyrins. The luminescence spectr山 η ofa typical 
P. margaritifera cu1tured pearl taken under similar 
conゐ目tionsreveals a much weaker emission at 618 
nm and no evidence of the 678 nm fea印re.
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Figure 18. The cu1tured pearls produced in Mexico by 
the rainbow-lipped oyster P. sterna show brown or 
gray to dark gray bodycolors and attractive iIides-
cence. Interesting baroque shapes as well as spheri-
cal products are available， as shown by these cu1-
tured pearls shown loose (up to 12.5 mm long) and in 
18K gold jewelzy. Court白 y01 Columbia Gem 
House; photo @ GIA and Harold et) Erica Van Pelt. 

contain these bands， but other org釘lIcmaterials 
also have such features in the s釘 neregion. The 
bands attributed to organic matter increased with 
the intensity of the bodycolor. Porphyrin has been 
described as a coloring pigment in T油itianc叫回ed
pearls from P. margaritifera (Gauthier如 dAjaques， 
1989; Iwahashi and Akamatsu， 1994) as well as for 
P. sterna (S. Akamatsu， pers. comm.， 2003). This 
explains the similarity between the Raman spec凶
of these two varieties of cultured pearls (白.gure17). 

Separation from Tahitian Cu1tured Pearls_ The red 
long-wave fluorescence shown by the Mexican c叫.

tured p伺 rlsis not seen in Tahitian cultured p回 rls，
which are typically inert to slightly reddish brown 
(Elen， 2002; fi伊 re9). Porphyrins are among the 
most highly fluorescent compounds in nature 
(Guilba叫t，1990)， and acco凶 ngto Hurwit (1992; 
z∞0)， red fluorescence is a characteristic feature of 
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pearlsfrom出eGulf of California. 
Usually J:he presence of porphyrins also results 

出血 intenseabsorption feature between 390組 d
425 nm， depending on the exact structure of the 
po中hyrinpr白 ent.This absorption is known錨 也e
Bb姐 d，or Soret b叩 d，after its discoverer (Britton， 
1983). In the case of P. stema from Me泊∞， it was 
observed也atthis absorp位Qnf回 tureapp回rsaround 
400-405 nm， and exposure to this wavelength of 
light w世 producestrong fluorescence from出epo子
phyrin in the shell or c叫turedp回 rls.
τb.e most s取lIIicantdi丘町担問 in出ereflectance 

spectra of P. sterna and P. margaritifera is the 
absence of the 7∞nm absorption feature for P. ster-
na.τb.is absorption is characteristic of P. marg，目i-
tifera (匂ure15; see also Goebel釦 dDirlam， 1989; 
Iwah邸 hiand Akamatsu， 1994; and E1en， 2∞2). 

Separation from Arti且ciallyColored Black Pearls. 
Since the full-round cultured p白 rlsfrom the Sea of 
Cortez are similar in size to Akoya c叫turedp白 r1s
and are also bead-nucleated (unlike b1ack dyed or 
irradiated Chin回 efreshwater cultured pearls)， it is 
important to identify their co10r authenticity. 
Attempts to produce black co10rs in Akoya c叫tured
pear1s with silver nitrate were undertaken as白 rly
部出e1930s in Jap叩 (Strack，2001). This 紅 白trnent
is st辻1being done， although a number of other 
methods of arti血cialcolora位onhave been developed 
(McC1ure and Smith， 2000; Strack， 2001). Silver 
nitrate紅白trnentis relatively eぉYto detect， either 
through X-ray irnaging， where a white line due to 
出eabsorption of X-rays by the silver nitrate is visi-
ble between the bead and the nacre， or由工oughX-
ray fluorescence， where silver is det民 ted.Another 
method of identifying silver nitrate treatment is 
Raman spec位oscopy，which reveals a band at 240 
cm.J (Kiefert et a1.， 2001) that does not occur in 
black cultured pearls of natural color (see figure 17). 

Other treatrnents， such ;:1.5註radiationor organic 
dye， are much harder to idel.tify. One identification 
too1 is由efluorescence to long-wave UV radiation. 
The red fluorescence句picalof natural (Carino姐 d
Monteforte， 1995) and c叫加工edp伺 rlsfrom也eG叫t
of California is not seen in those artificially colored 
by organic dye or irradiation， which are either ine此
or display a weak white fluorescence. 

仁ON仁lUSIONS
As a commercial source of black cultured pearls， 
the Gulf of California is relatively unknown com-
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pared to Tahiti. Natural pearls from the Gulf of 

California have been highly valued since the times 

of the Spanish conquerors， but they have been 
extremely rare for many decades. At the end of the 

1990s， pearl culturing in the Gulf of California 
achieved commercial status for the first time. The 
ful1-round cultured pearls from this area訂 epro-

duced by the rainbow-lipped oyster P. sterna， and 
possess an attractive brown or gray to dark gray 

bodycolor with various overtones (figure 18). They 

are marketed directly through sales offices in 

Mexico and at the Tucson gem showj the main 

U.S. distributor is Columbia Gem House. Since 

these cultured pearls are sirnilar in size to Akoya 
cultured pearls， which are often artificial1y colored 

black， it is important to know their distinguishing 
features. 

As in other dark-colored cultured pearls， the 
bodycolor of those from the Gulf of California is 

produced by layers of conchiolin (and porphyrin) 

between the layers of aragonite， while the various 
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pearls and therefore are indicative of natural color. 
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